


Over the past two years, Geoff and I have been fortunate enough to visit 
with hundreds of entrepreneurs across the country who are all finding fresh 
solutions to our country's most challenging problems. What has humbled us 
most along the way has been seeing these innovators use their skills not to 
create the next consumer app, but to pour everything they have into bring-
ing our country’s government into a new age. 

Eastern Foundry’s community has proved to us that the concept works, that 
when you place like-minded individuals into one building, magic happens. 
Over the coming years as we expand into new markets outside the beltway, 
we aim to create not just a physical community, but a network of idea 
sharing that will allow for even greater collaboration amongst our members. 

We started as just an idea, and everyday we are blown away by the amount 
of support we receive from not only those in our community, but those who 
are lost in the contracting space looking for help. We will continue to serve 
the fearless innovators who are trying to make our government better one 
day at a time. 

Thanks,
Andrew & Geoff



2016 was an amazing and exciting year for Eastern Foundry. From expanding to a 
second campus in Rosslyn to tackling challenges government contractors face, we 
could not have accomplished anything without the encouragement from our 
members and the community.

We want to give a special thanks to the efforts and support of our partners,  Aronson 
LLC, Crystal City BID, Rosslyn BID, JLL, Booz Allen Hamilton, the NGA, Vornado, 
Monday Properties, General Assembly, SBA, and Virginia PTAP. Because of you, we 
were able to meet and exceed the goals we had for last year. 

We invite and encourage you to take a look back at the many highlights of another 
ground-breaking year. Thank you for your continued support!
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Rosslyn Crystal City Virtual

Added Partnerships & Benefits 
Slack
GovTribe
Design & PR Services
Task Force X Capital

Cool Projects We Worked On 
NGA Hackathon
BCG Small Business Survey
Students vs. Startups
Virtual Reality in Government
Demo Days





Thank you for an amazing year! As we move forward in the new year we have many 
exciting goals ahead of us, here are just a few of the things we hope to achieve in 
2017:

•

A growth of 40+ members.

Expand our Slack channel to reach all of our members.

Launch our question-answer platform Federal Forum and Federal Foundry— an  
educational platform. We want to take our community to the next level and provide 
access to this information to small businesses, government officials, and profession-
al service providers, not just in our physical space but nationwide. Through cultivat-
ing a community of like-minded individuals, we hope to spread success across the 
government contracting market and break down the barriers that stop small 
businesses from entering the space. 

Build relationships with even more primes to bring new resources to our members.

Hold 25 Member Meetups in which Eastern Foundry will bring together small 
business reps from a specific agency, a few mid and large sized primes that work 
with that agency, then pair them with our corresponding members in order for them 
to collaborate. 

Commence our new Movers & Shakers event series to take that idea of public-
private partnerships and celebrate the unique accomplishments being made 
between the young entrepreneurs and public servants here in D.C. Each month, we 
will bring the brightest Movers and Shakers together to have a discussion around 
the projects that are being completed and examine the passion behind the people 
who are working on them.
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